K-State Engineering and BNSF Railway: Preparing the Next Generation of Leaders

The BNSF/K-State Engineering partnership has created new opportunities to bring engineering to more students across the state of Kansas.
K-State BNSF Engineering Outreach
Bringing Engineering and College Awareness to Kansas Schools

The BNSF K-State engineering outreach partnership brings hands on engineering activities and challenges to Kansas Schools with large numbers of minority and first generation to college students. Kansas State Engineering Faculty and student engineers provide role models and career awareness while working with students on engineering projects. Using collaborative problem based learning, engineers encourage high school and middle school students to plan for a college education and prepare for the study of engineering.

To partner with the K-State BNSF Engineering Outreach Program, contact Sujatha Prakash
sujatha@ksu.edu

www.engg.ksu.edu/rdi/outreach